In steganography, two parties desire to conceal a message within an innocent message without arising suspicion from a warden who watches the communications. Extensions of the classical results to the quantum setting have been recently investigated under the assumption that the warden has an inaccurate knowledge of what the channel is. As tasks that can be performed over a quantum channel are much more diverse than those over a classical channel, we formulate several problems depending on the task used as the cover and the cypher task, and we establish results for three of these problems. When the cover task is quantum communication and the cypher task is classical communication, our results improve earlier results by relaxing the need for a shared key between the transmitter and the receiver, and the results hold under milder assumptions on the cover quantum communication code. • Classical Communication: Alice wishes to reliably transmit a classical message W uniformly distributed over 1, M . A code consists of a function f : 1, M → D(H ⊗n A ) for Alice to encode the message w into an input state ρ w A n f (w) and a POVM Λ = {Λ w } w∈ 1,M for Bob to decode W . We call the code an (M, ) CC classical communication code, if we have 1 M M w=1 tr (Λ w N ⊗n A→B (f (w))) 1 − .
I. INTRODUCTION
Steganography, the science of hiding information within an innocent looking message, has a long history that can traced back to Ancient Greece. The advent of the digital age has opened many new opportunities for hiding information and has led to the formalization of steganography using sound cryptographic principles. In layman's terms, the objective is for two legitimate parties, Alice and Bob, to use an innocent looking covertext within which they hide a cyphertex resulting in a stegotext. The stegotext is made available to an adversary, the warden Willie, from which Alice and Bob should hide the presence of the cyphertext, possibly using a shared secret key.
The classical information-theoretic limits of informationhiding and steganography have been studied using different measures of "hiding." The measures include average distortion between the covertext and stegotext [1] , [2] as well as relative entropy between the distributions of the covertext and stegotext [3] , [4] , which essentially controls the performance of the warden's optimal detector. More recently, these ideas have also been applied in the context of covert and stealth communications [5] , [6] . The main insight derived from these works is the precise characterization of the number of covert bits that can be embedded in the covertext while remaining undetectable by Willie and of the number of secret key bits required by Alice and Bob to achieve this goal. The number of covert bits is sensitive to modeling assumptions, in particular to whether Willie knows the covertext or whether there is noise in the system. For example, the authors of [7] have shown that reliable and covert transmission of O(n) bits of information is possible in n uses of an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel when the warden has "inaccurate" estimation of the noise power.
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Quantum steganography is the extension of steganography to the quantum setting, wherein Alice and Bob use a quantum protocol, such as a quantum error-correcting code, to hide some classical or quantum information. Because of the unique nature of quantum states and channels, quantum steganography is in principle stronger than classical steganography [8] , and much efforts have been devoted to characterize how much information can be embedded into various quantum channels with [9] - [12] or without noise [13] , and how much key is required to achieve the task.
We revisit here the model of quantum steganography put forward in [12] , [13] , which assumes that the warden has inaccurate knowledge of what the channel is, and develop and analyze several quantum steganography protocols. In particular, we have the following three main results summarized in Table I. 1) When the cover protocol is to communicate classically, we show that in addition to the cover classical message, a cypher classical message can be transmitted (Theorem 1). 2) When the cover protocol is to share entanglement and the channel is noiseless, we show that legitimate parties can both share entanglement and share classical randomness (Theorem 2). 3) When the cover protocol is quantum communication and the channel is noiseless, we show that in addition to the cover quantum message, a cypher classical message can be transmitted (Theorem 3).
In all aforementioned results, the statistics of the channel output resemble the statistics when the cover protocol is executed over the channel expected by the warden. Unlike earlier results of [10] , [12] , [13] , we show that when the channel is noiseless no shared key is required to run the stego protocol. This is done through the use of a random encoder obtained from privacy amplification and source coding with side information techniques similar to [14] . Furthermore, we relax the assumption on the cover code in [13] that "on a valid codeword in the QECC, the typical errors all have distinct error syndromes, and act as unitaries that move the state to a distinct, orthogonal subspace," by relying on one-shot coding results. Therefore, our main results are not single-letterized due to the arbitrary structure of the cover code. However, we specialize our results to certain classes of codes and obtain single-letter expression for those examples.
II. NOTATION
Let 1 A be the identity map on a Hilbert space H A . B(H A ) denotes all bounded linear operators from H A to H A , and D(H A ) denotes all density operators on H A . Let id A be the identity channel on B(H A ). ν(X) denotes the number of distinct eigenvalues of X.
Suppose that ρ XB = x P X (x)|x x| ⊗ ρ x B is a classicalquantum state. We recall two versions of the Rényi quantum mutual information [15] for a = 0,
We also define the Rényi quantum entropy as
These quantities are useful to express the coding theorems for c-q channels [15] - [17] and are well-approximated by Holevo information when ρ and N have the product structure.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Suppose that Alice and Bob are connected by a quantum channel N A→B : B(H A ) → B(H B ) and use the channel n times to run one of the following tasks. 
A more stringent notion of reliability is that the code recovers most of the error operators applied by the channel. Formally, we call a code ( 
and for all w ∈ 1, M , (E w W →A n , D B n →W ) is an (M, ) QC R code. • Entanglement Sharing An (M, ) ES is defined in the same way as a classical randomness sharing protocol except that the final desired state is
• Entanglement and Common Randomness Sharing: An (M, M , ) ES-CRS is defined in the same way as a classical randomness sharing protocol except that the final desired state is |τ M τ M | ⊗ σ M . All these protocols can be enhanced with a shared secret classical key S uniformly distributed over 1, K , which can help Alice and Bob to induce a specific output state. As depicted in Fig. 1 , Willie expects Alice and Bob to execute a protocol P c , which is called the cover protocol and is known by Willie. However, Willie has an inaccurate estimation of the channel and thinks that the channel between Alice and Bob is N A→B • M A→A , which is a degraded version of the true channel N A→B . We assume that running the protocol P c induces the quantum state ρ c B n at the output of the channel. The objective for Alice and Bob is to run instead a stego protocol P s , which performs the task of P c together with another task and induces a state ρ s B n such that ρ c B n − ρ s B n 1 is small. The added tasks can be any of the tasks listed earlier, leading in principle to thirty-six different configurations.
IV. MAIN RESULTS
We first show that if the cover protocol is classical communication, the stego protocol is another classical communication code with a higher rate, which is equivalent to sending another cypher classical message in addition to the cover classical message. 
and
There exists an (M M , ζ + 2 √ ξ + ) CC with log K bits of required common randomness such that ρ s B n − ρ c B n 1 ξ.
Remark 1. The optimization over σ 1 XA n , · · · , σ M XA n in the second part of Theorem 1 is similar to the optimization required in the definition of the Holevo information of a quantum channel [18, Definition 13.3.1]. However, we need an additional requirement on the induced state at the output of the channel to control the statistics of the constructed code. We next show that if the cover protocol is an entanglement sharing code, we can have a stego protocol that shares both entanglement and classical randomness. 
Finally we show that a cover protocol for quantum communication can be converted to a quantum and classical communication stego protocol. 
D(H ⊗n
A ) has a product structure with respect to P k, {ρ 1 A k , · · · , ρ A k }, if n is divisible by k and for all w ∈ 1, M , we have f (w) = ⊗ n/k i=1 σ i w where σ 1 w , · · · , σ n/k w ∈ P k, .
Remark 3. Definition 1 is useful when n/k 1. Several explicit constructions of classical codes for quantum channels are in this regime [20] . Moreover, from the standard random coding arguments, codes with large n/k achieve the classical capacity of any quantum channel.
Considering the cover classical communication code described in Theorem 1, we simplify the expressions for the rate of the cypher message provided that the cover code has product structure and n/k is large enough. Let δ > 0, and the classical communication code have a product structure with respect to P k, . There exists integer m depending on P k, , ζ and δ such that if n/k m the following statements hold. Proposition 1. For noiseless channel, the number of bits of the cypher message is at least n k min ρ∈P k,
For noisy channel, the number of bits of the cypher message is at least
and the required key has δn bits.
B. Quantum Codes of [13]
Consider a Kraus representation {F j } j∈J of M A→A such that tr F † j F j = 1{j = j } d j . This defines a Kraus representation {F j } j∈J n for M ⊗n A→A , where F j F j1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F jn . Let T be the typical subset of F j F j1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F jn as defined in [21] . If Π is the projector onto the sub-space of input defined by the code, we assume that for all F j ∈ T , we have F j Π = p j U j Π, where p j = p j1 × · · · × p jn for a probability distribution {p j } on J , and U j = U j1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ U jn for unitaries {U j } on H A . be as follows. Alice prepares the pure state |ω R AA n E n 1 R A ⊗ V ⊗n A→AE |φ R AA n and sends ω A n over the noiseless channel N ⊗n A→B . Bob receives ρ B n N ⊗n A→B (ω A n ) = ω A n on which he applies W B n → BH . If the final state is |ψ R AE n BH , by Uhlmann theorem, there exists |τ RE n H such that F (|ψ , |τ ⊗ |τ ) 1 − . Considering a Schmidt decomposition of |τ RE n H such as
we define X to be a random variable distributed according to P X . By [ Sketch of Proof of Theorem 3. Let Π denote the projector onto the range of V W →A n . By definition, there exists a decomposition M ⊗n A→A = M A n →A n + M A n →A n such that D B n →W • M A n →A n • E W →A n = c id W with c 1 − . By the same argument in the proof of [25, Theorem 10.1], there exists a Kraus representation {F j } j∈J for M A n →A n such that ΠF † j F j Π = 1{j = j } d j Π. By polar decomposition, we therefore have F j Π U j ΠF † j F j Π = d j U j Π for some unitary U j on H ⊗n A . Let P J be a Probability Mass Function (PMF) over J defined as P J (j) dj j d j , and J be a random variable distributed according to P J ; let Q denote the uniform distribution over 1, M . By [23, Corollary 5.6.1], there exists a function g : J → 1, M such that P g(J) − Q 1 ζ, provided that log M = H ζ/2 min (P J ) − 2 log 2 ζ . Let µ w j∈ J 1{g(j) = w}. We then define E w W →A n (ρ) 1 µw j:g(j)=w U j E W →A n (ρ)U † j (for µ w = 0 take E w W →A n = E W →A n ). We define the decoder for Bob as
where the term Eρ † B n E † is added to ensure that D B n →W W is trace-preserving. One can show that the code satisfies the desired properties.
